Dear Customers & Friends,
On behalf of the November Gold Sale Group, we would like to extend our warmest welcome
to our 8th Annual Prospect & Club Calf Sale. The calf market is strong, new 4H guidelines have been
set and this coming year looks like it will be a great one! We can’t thank you enough for trusting in our
programs year after year. Huge thank you to all the Juniors and their families for all of your hard work
this past year, even though it was not the year we had all hoped for. 2020 has proven to be a trying year,
with many obstacles to overcome, but we truly admire the hard work and perseverance you all had this
year with your projects, despite shows being cancelled. There were a lot of great calves purchased last year
and a lot of dreams went unfulfilled, but the strength and determination of the Juniors throughout the
year did not go unnoticed. From Virtual Shows to marketing your Beef in different ways- we could not be
more proud of the way you all carried yourselves this past year. The future in the Beef Industry is bright.
Huge pat on the back to you all!
With each new year, brings change. This year we had to forego our Junior Event due to Covid
restrictions. We want to thank all of the Families, Juniors, and Sponsors for your tremendous support
over years. You all made our Junior Event a huge part of what November Gold is, and for that we will
always be grateful. We held our first ever Virtual Show for November Gold Juniors and we are super
happy with the results and hope we can continue to showcase these Juniors and their projects in a Virtual Event for the years to come. There was a change of management at SLS, leaving the purebred side
of things in the hands of Ryan Hurlburt. We would like to take this time to thank Ryan for continuing
to accommodate us and for the use of this wonderful facility. This year we are also broadcasting the
sale live on DLMS. Thank you to Mark and his crew for taking us internet rookies under their wings.
We look forward to what the option of technology will bring to the sale.
We would like to extend a big thank you to our families and friends that help to make this
Sale happen, as it really does take a small village! We are also grateful to welcome our friend Mike
Fleury back to the auction block this fall. Thank you Mike, for all you do for us and for believing in us
these past 8 years, we are forever grateful for your support and friendship.
It takes grit, a love for ag, beef, nature and this crazy unpredictable life to keep doing what
we all do. The only thing we can all do is dust ourselves off and keep pushing forward. Strive to keep
producing the best steers and heifers for the sale we can and hopes that this crazy world gets itself figured out so we can get back to living. Back to showing. Back to sharing in success and failures. Back
to sharing laughs and tears, steers and beers. Back to sharing hand shakes, high fives and hugs. Back
to the excitement and rush of stepping into that show ring. Back to the comradery, the circle of friends
and common interest we all need in our lives to balance the daily stresses of farm life. It will happen
and 2021 is that year. Let’s roll into this new year with hope and determination. Let’s dust off our halters and show sticks and make this show season one to remember.
Yours Truly,
November Gold Sale Crew - Arch Holdings, Wright Livestock, & Elldem Cattle Investments
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SCHEDULE
Saturday Nov.14th
Sunday Nov.15th

Cattle Available for Viewing &
Social in the Evening

2 PM Live Auction- will

be a capacity restriction in the
ring. We will keep everyone
posted on capacity restrictions
as per SLS rules. Sale will also
be broadcast Live on DLMS.ca

TERMS:
Sale is in Canadian Currency. Payment must be made to
November Gold at the Sale location on sale day, before the
calf is released. No invoicing on buyers in attendance, unless
previous arrangements have been made with the specific
consignor. Every animal sells to the highest bidder and in
case of disputes, the auctioneer’s decision will be final.
BIDDING:
Each animal will sell to the highest bidder. If there is a
dispute the bidding will be re-opened between the parties
involved in the dispute. If no further bidding is made, the
person whom the auctioneer accepted is the last bid. The
auctioneer’s decision on all disputes is final.
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
All announcements made from the auction block will take precedence over the printed material in the catalogue.
Buyers are advised to pay close attention.
LIABILITIES:
All persons attend the sale at their own risk. The sellers and facility owners assume no liability, legal or otherwise,
for any accidents that occur.
RIGHTS & OBLIGATIONS:
The above terms & conditions of the sale shall constitute a contract between the buyer and seller and be equally
binding to both. Resale of animals following purchase in this sale shall constitute a separate transaction and have
nothing to do with the November Gold sellers or the terms and conditions of the November Gold sale. All calves
are sold as is and the November Gold sale group is not responsible for any illness, death, and with no guarantee of
fertility or tempermant. All calves have been vaccinated in the spring and boostered in the fall. All heifer calves
have been palpated by a veterinarian.
PHONE & INTERNET BIDS:
Bidders unable to attend the sale may phone their bids and instructions to the sale reps or auctioneer. Bids must be
received in sufficient time prior to the sale. The sale will also be Live Broadcast on DLMS.ca. Please register ahead
of time in order for time for approval. Log in to DLMS on sale day to bid online.
TRANSPORTATION:
Each animal becomes the risk of the purchaser as soon as sold. Each buyer is responsible for their own transportation unless other arrangements have been made.
INSURANCE:
Will be available on sale day. We strongly recommend that insurance is purchased for full value.
VACCINATION:
Arch Holdings: All Arch Holdings calves have been vaccinated both Spring & Fall 2019 with: Bovishield Gold One
Shot; Ultrabac 7/Somubac; Lice-X. All heifers were palpated Sept. 9th/20- Services done by North Battleford Animal
Hospital. Bred Heifer will be pregnancy tested in October. Bred Heifer received Express FP5; Tasvax 8 and Lice-X in
the spring. She will have her first shot of Scour Boss 9 & Ivomec prior to the sale, at time of Preg Check.
Wright: All Wright Livestock calves have been vaccinated both Spring & Fall 2019 with: Bovishield Gold One Shot;
Ultrabac 7/Somubac & Ivomec.
Elldem: All Elldem calves have been vaccinated both Spring & Fall 2019 with: Pyramid FP5+Presponse;
Fermicon 7 & Ivomec.
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ARCH CHIEF 353H
Jan.2/20
MONOPOLY
PENNY 152B (NEXT OF KIN)
CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
Last Spring we broke down and tossed in a straw of Monopoly that has been sitting in the tank for 6 years, and boy are we glad
we did. What an awesome individual Chief is. From his cool brockle face and fuzzy ears, to his great structure. He is made just
right- he is stout, long bodied, soft made, nice fronted and moves out very well. He has been a farm favorite since day one and we
really think Chief has the potential to hang some banners.
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ARCH VIPER 386H
Feb.2/20
NCB COBRA
304F (FU MAN CHU)
CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
Viper is a steer out of our Earley Livestock share program. Viper had a bit of a sketchy start, with a first calf mama that had no
interest in him what-so-ever. Luckily for Viper, Fisk Show Cattle- Austin Fisk & Jen Jones, needed a calf for a special old cow, and
just like that he had himself a new mama! Big thanks to Austin and Jen, as their cow did a hell of a job on this steer. Viper (a.k.a.
“Ryan” as Jen called him) is a solid individual. He is as stout as you can make them with a huge hip and top, a soft middle, and a
big foot underneath him. He is as hairy as you can make them, and we think the potential for this calf is endless. Whether it is a
jackpot steer or a 4H steer you are after, look no further, as Viper could do it all!
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ARCH RUSTY NAIL 364H

ARCH COPPER 354H

Jan.12/20

Jan.2/20

GCC WHIZARD

ORANGE CRUSH

CHERRY BOMB 127A (PRETTY SNAZZY)

ANNIE 111Z (SIM/CHAR)

The Cherry Bomb x Whizard cross is a proven no miss. Rusty has had
two full sisters run through the ring at November Gold- one selling
to Drayton Keifer and one to Connor Kowalcyzk. We were hoping
for another heifer this year to add to our own herd, but she decided
to give us a very exciting steer instead. There is just something about
Rusty that keeps you looking. Whether it be his cherry red color, his
crazy hairy ears or his undeniable great structure, there is no denying
this steer is something special. He is Sara’s pick this year!

Not sure what it is about the 2nd of January- but dang that day sure
cranked out some cool steers around here! Copper is a steer we have
really liked right from the get go. If you are looking for a powerhouse
steer with a big hip, big top and big foot, Copper is your man. He is
really a solid individual. Copper is a full sib to the steer Mallie Mitchell purchased from us in the sale last fall, and he is further proof that
this cross just flat works.

CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS

CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
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ARCH WOLF 379H

ARCH FLASH 385H

Jan.26/20

Feb.2/20

TOM SELLECK 160C (THRILLER)

RASA DOC HOLIDAY (DADDY’S MONEY)

LICORICE 143B (MAINE MAN)

305F (SIM/ANGUS)

Tom gave us a run of heifer calves this year and Wolf is the only Tom
steer we have on offer this year. Wolf is a full sib to the ever so gentle
steer, Yoshi, purchased by Will Davies in the 2018 Sale. Wolf is a steer
we really appreciate. He is good hipped, long bodied, great haired
and very mild mannered. Wolf is truly a steer for all ages. These Tom
steers are proven to grow well and feed well, yet maintain a nice show
steer look.

Flash has the best personality we have ever experienced. He loves attention and would follow you to the end of the earth for a scratch. He
has also been known to sip the odd beer on pasture tours!! Not only
is he a character, there is no denying he is a really solid steer with a
lot of potential. He is good hipped, long bodied, clean fronted, sound
footed, hairy, and just all around a good calf. We don’t think it will
take much for you to fall in love with Flash when you meet him, and
we can guarantee there will be some tears when he goes through that
ring as he will always hold a special place in our hearts

CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS

CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
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ARCH LUCKY 387H

ARCH BRICK 383H

Feb.5/20

Feb.1/20

RASA DOC HOLIDAY (DADDY’S MONEY)

RSA TIMBER WAGON 394F (BANDWAGON)

MOCHA 270F (TOM SELLECK)

261E (PB SIMMY)

Lucky is another nice made calf out of our heifer bull, Doc Holiday,
and a first calf Tom Selleck heifer. Lucky has a really cool look. He
has a good hip and wide top. Lucky is super quiet, has a good hair
coat, and we think he could be a perfect match for a younger 4H
member.

If you are looking for a Breed Steer than this little Purebred Simmy
steer is your man! Brick is a gentle steer with a really nice build. He
is soft made, good muscled and has lots of room to grow. We think
Brick will feed really nice and that he would make a great 4H steer. A
solid, quiet little calf that would be great for all ages!

CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS

CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
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ARCH CHILI PEPPER 381H

ARCH SEVEN 380H

Jan.31/20

Jan.27/20

GETCHA SOME

RSA TIMBER WAGON 394F (BANDWAGON)

125A (CHAR/ANGUS)

77E (ANGUS X)

Easy feeder alert!! Chili is a big, soggy steer that won’t take much to
feed. He is a steer that moves out well and has a good foot under him.
We like his nice front end and he has really nice hair to work with. If
you are looking to make some cash come June and have a little fun
then Chili is your guy!

If you are looking for a steer with no club calf genetics that will be
sure to hammer down the scale come Achievement day- Seven is your
guy! He is big middled, soft muscled and will surely be an easy feeder.
He has a good temperament and would make a great 4H steer as he
won’t cost much to feed and put dollars into your hand.

CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS

CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
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WRIGHT STEER 7H
Jan.18/20
IN GOD WE TRUST
SIMM X ANGUS
CONSIGNED BY WRIGHT LIVESTOCK
7H is a yellow colored steer that definitely doesn’t disappoint. 7H is a steer that is big enough for an earlier endpoint and one that
has extra length, muscle, and look. If you’re interested in showing a steer with extra dimension and quality, this guy is worth a look.
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WRIGHT STEER 31H
Feb.19/20
PAY RAISE (ANGUS)
FU MAN CHU
CONSIGNED BY WRIGHT LIVESTOCK
31H is a black hided steer that is sure to please. 31H is appropriately sized and one that will be a pleasure to feed. 31H has the
added rib shape and muscle coupled with an awesome haircoat. 31H is a gentle natured steer, that we feel, has the quality for all
levels of competition.
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WRIGHT STEER 32H
Mar.1/20
IN GOD WE TRUST
MONOPOLY
CONSIGNED BY WRIGHT LIVESTOCK
This steer is a replica of his brother, who was our pick of our steers that we sold in the 2019 November Gold sale. This guy is
another personal favourite! He is built stout & correct, with loads of flashy grey hair, and a disposition to die for. The future is very
bright for this guy!
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WRIGHT STEER 31H
Feb.18/20
HIGH HO SILVER
HEREFORD/ANGUS
CONSIGNED BY WRIGHT LIVESTOCK
Here is a flashy yellow steer. The top & hip on this one is certainly eye-catching. In addition to his impressive volume & muscle
mass, he has an extremely nice look about him with loads of eye appeal. If you’re looking for a steer to show, this is one you do not
want to miss!
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WRIGHT STEER 18H
Feb.13/20
RED ANGUS
SHORTHORN/CLUBBY CROSS
CONSIGNED BY WRIGHT LIVESTOCK
A fancy roan steer! It has been fun to watch this one develop. In addition to his chrome colour that is sure to stand out in the ring,
he’s as deep bodied and thick as they come. We’re very excited about this one, and look forward to seeing what his future holds.
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ELLDEM MONEY MAN 2H
Jan.3/20
HERE I AM
ELLDEM LOLITTA (MONOPOLY MONEY)
CONSIGNED BY ELLDEM CATTLE INVESTMENTS
Lolitta has always been our number one producer and this year she out did herself again! This guy here could possibly be the best
steer we have raised to date. He’s the type of steer we feel will be successful at a June show but also, with easy management could
be a big time show steer for the later Summer Jackpots. Not much more needs to be said as the proof is in the pudding on this guy.
Analyze Money Man if you’re serious about the steer deal.
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ELLDEM SHOCKER 23H
Feb.16/20
I-80
ELLDEM CARLA (DUBSTEP)
CONSIGNED BY ELLDEM CATTLE INVESTMENTS
Shocker has been a favourite of ours throughout the summer. We feel he checks all the boxes in terms of what we strive to breed
into a steer. He’s soft made, powerfully structured with loads of hair. One that we believe has a strong show career ahead of him,
all he needs is someone on the halter!
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ELLDEM MARIO 14H

ELLDEM QUAKER 27H

Feb.3/20

Feb.19/20

IN GOD WE TRUST

DADDY’S MONEY

HEREFORD

ELLDEM 714D (ANGUS X)

The old Hereford cow keeps cranking them out! Each and every year
we anticipate seeing what the Hereford cow is going to have and it’s
just as we envisioned. Mario is stylish, expressive hipped, and structurally sound. These qualities are additional to the care free disposition he possesses.

Last year we sold Quakers maternal sister to Quaid Robertson. He
purchased her for her docility and she turned out to be a heck of a
show heifer for him! Being named Reserve Champion Heifer in the
November Gold Virtual Show. Quaker is very much the same in terms
of docility. He’s puppy dog quiet and would match well with a young
first-time member. We are confident he will make some young 4Her
happy to display this summer.

CONSIGNED BY ELLDEM CATTLE INVESTMENTS

CONSIGNED BY ELLDEM CATTLE INVESTMENTS
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SBMC ARCH LUNA 351H
Jan.1/20 | PB Simmental | Reg#1318073
SFI SAVAGE
RSA VANITY FAIR 213D
CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
Even though Luna may wear a little extra paint, you can’t help but fall in love with her. She is definitely a sale feature for us. Her
Dam, Vanity Fair, made a lot of friends on the show circuit last fall, and is a cow we are very proud to have raised. Luna reminds
us a lot of her mother as a calf. She is a very powerful heifer, yet remains very feminine. She is good footed and strides out very
well. Maternal is in her genes and there is no doubt in our minds she will make a great cow. Her maternal sib SBMC ARCH
American Honey sold to Landon Schelske in Bohrson’s Cobra Event. Landon and Honey had a tremendous show season together
and she has gone on to turn into a beautiful first calf heifer with a tremendous udder. Take Luna out and show her or take her
home and breed her black and add her to your program. If she turns out half as good as her mother and sister, we know you won’t
be disappointed.
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RASA SOUTHERN COMFORT 366H (ET)
Jan.15/20 | Reg 1/2 MAINE | Reg# R521401 PB
BPF COMFORT ZONE
HALLE BERRY 117Z (MONOPOLY)
CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
Southern Comfort is the only Halle Berry female to have ever been offered for sale from our program. The decision to sell her
didn’t come lightly, but we feel we have only offered the best of our herd through the years, and now is not the time to stop.
Southern Comfort is really a beautiful heifer, with a nice soft middle, clean front and pretty skull. We really appreciate the maternal traits of this female. She will qualify to show in the National Maine Show next fall at CWA. Here is a female that you could
really do no wrong with. She is from proven genetics both on the top and bottom side. Her full brother RASA Mr. Bojangles
232E was the National Champion Maintainer Bull at CWA in 2017 and now graces the pastures at Pick Six Cattle in Gull Lake, SK.
Southern Comfort is a heifer with endless possibilities. Don’t miss out on this exciting opportunity straight from the heart of our
Maine herd.
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RASA SWEET BREEZE 352H
Jan.2/20 | Reg 5/8 Maine | Reg# R521270 PB
DADDY’S MONEY 55Z
RASA SWEET EMOTION 296F
CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
Sweet Breeze is a heifer we thought long and hard on whether not to add to the sale or not. We love our Daddy’s Money females,
and we love this girls’ momma a lot! Her dam Sweet Emotion was Jack’s 4H heifer last year and our show bred for the summer.
She is a direct daughter of none other than Halle Berry, and a full sister to our Lot#21 heifer RASA Southern Comfort 366H. We
thought the proof was in the puddin’ with Sweet Breeze on what these Halle Berry daughters could produce, so that’s why you will
find her in the catalogue. Once again putting our best foot forward, only offering the best of our still growing Maine herd. Sweet
Breeze is a chunk of a little heifer. She reminds us a lot of her mother at this age, soft middled, stout, pretty fronted, good footed
and hairy. We think Sweet Breeze would make a fun Junior project and will qualify to show in the National Maine Show next fall
at CWA. A heifer we are sad to part with, but excited for her future wherever she may land!
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ARCH EMMY LOU 382H
Feb.1/20
BCII MLA NEXT UP 015 (PB ANGUS)
GOLDIE HAWN 293F (HUFF N PUFF)
CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
Emmy is a heifer we maybe should be keeping and showing ourselves. She just has that look about her!! We are loving this PB
Angus cross on our Clubby bred females. Her dam is a first calf, moderate made, good uddered, Huff N Puff female, and we think
she has really outdone herself with Emmy. She is just so darn pretty!! She is soft made, big bellied, nice fronted, good footed and
has an amazing haircoat. She is super quiet and a heifer that is very easy to fall in love with. We think Emmy has a bright career
ahead of her in the show ring and down the road as a front pasture runner. Don’t let this pretty little gal pass you by!
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ARCH BAILEY 365H

ARCH KAHLUA 362H

Jan.14/20

Jan.9/20

TOM SELLECK 160C (THRILLER)

TOM SELLECK 160C (THRILLER)

123B (SIM/ANGUS)

2X (DF VEGAS)

123B has had her fair share of calves go through the ring at November Gold.
Two of our favorites being The Gambler purchased by Kolton Barr and Clover
purchased by Alex Manson. Alex and Clover had quite the run together in the
show ring, and she has gone on to be a tremendous producer in Alex’s herd.
There isn’t a doubt in our mind that Bailey will do the same as her mother and
sisters before her. If you are looking for a heifer with that mama cow look and
potential, Baliey is your girl. She is super stout and soggy, yet maintains that
feminine look. Paint her any color and slap 20 that look just like her in my
corral and I’d be happy. She has been a pasture favorite all year. Don’t miss out
on this Tom Selleck sired beauty!

We were lucky enough to be blessed with a good run of Tom Selleck heifer calves
this year. The Tom females turn into excellent cows and we are equally excited
to add some more to our own program and to offer our top two for the sale.
Kahlua is out of a beautiful old blue cow from our Twisted Sisters share program.
This old cow knows can sure crank out some good ones, with her last heifer
selling through this very ring to Chael Roberts. She is known as Bluebell, and
has turned into a beautiful cow in his program. There is no doubt in our mind
Kahlua will do the same once her career in the ring is done. If you are looking
for a commercial heifer to show next year with “that look”, here she is. She is
stout, stylish, freaky necked, good footed and ready to go. And if you appreciate
a good set of hairy ears like we do, Kahlua has quite a set!

CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS

CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
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WRIGHT HEIFER 40H
Mar.16/20
MAN AMONG BOYS
ANGUS X HEREFORD
CONSIGNED BY WRIGHT LIVESTOCK
40H, this heifer is neat! Here is a Hereford marked breeding piece with a crossbred look. 40H is a heifer that is moderate in terms
of size, but huge in terms of muscle, bone, and look. 40H has been a ranch favorite since the day she was born and still is!
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WRIGHT HEIFER 30H
Feb.16/20
IN GOD WE TRUST
EYE CANDY X ANGUS
CONSIGNED BY WRIGHT LIVESTOCK
30H is a heifer with tons of quality. 30H is good structured, big footed, with a very pleasing look. 30H is appropriate in terms of
bone, muscle dimension, and substance. This silver heifer is big haired, great natured with a tremendous demeanor. If you want to
show a crossbred heifer that will definitely be noticed, grab onto this girl! She is one of our favorites!
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WRIGHT HEIFER 36H

WRIGHT HEIFER 38H

Feb.22/20

Mar.20/20 | Purebred Unregistered Angus

MAN AMONG BOYS

RED ANGUS

SIMM X ANGUS

RED ANGUS

36H is a heifer that is extremely good looking, while balanced with a
very maternal show orientated pedigree. 36H is a heifer that is very
intriguing from all angles; a heifer that is appropriately designed in
terms of muscle, shape, and functionality. 36H is a heifer that will be
a blast to show, but more importantly, one that will have a future in
anyone’s cow herd.

Here is a fancy, feminine cherry red heifer. She is long bodied and
built correct. An overall complete heifer that we believe will make a
great addition to any program – she possesses an overall balance with
enough power to compete, and qualities to produce.

CONSIGNED BY WRIGHT LIVESTOCK

CONSIGNED BY WRIGHT LIVESTOCK
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ELLDEM SWAN 20H
Feb.2/20 | Purebred Registered Angus
HALL’S FRANK 683F
ELLDEM 2353 SWAN 707D
CONSIGNED BY ELLDEM CATTLE INVESTMENTS
When it comes to our Angus program here the Swan cow family is a tried and true line that always produces outstanding breeding
stock. It’s a tough decision to sell ones like this but one must put their best foot forward. Swan 20H is sired by our now deceased show
bull, Frank, who was highly successful during the 2019 show season. The Angus Junior Showdown is scheduled for next summer in
Brandon, MB. So, it only seemed fitting to offer this high caliber purebred angus female. If you’re wanting to take showing cattle to
the next level or maybe just want to start your own purebred herd, we strongly suggest getting your very own Swan!
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ELLDEM SAVAGE LOVE 6H
Jan.13/20
NO WORRIES
ELLDEM 921F (HUFF N PUFF)
CONSIGNED BY ELLDEM CATTLE INVESTMENTS
Not a colour pattern you see every day. Since day one this heifer screamed “Show Me!” From her distinct markings, to the style
and presence she has we knew she was going to be a great addition to this year’s November Gold offering. If showing cattle is your
passion Savage Love is going to come to the top and stand out.
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ELLDEM FLORA 24H

ELLDEM BLOSSOM 31H

Feb.18/20

Feb.27/20

IN GOD WE TRUST

PB ANGUS

ELLDEM 820E (PB ANGUS)

ANGUS/DUBSTEP

Purebred cows have always been a foundation for us when breeding
for competitive club calves. The Flora cow family is one of our top
used lines both in our purebred and club calf division. The original
Flora cow produced the great Dubstep bull that we used extensively in
our program as well as numerous other prominent club calve breeders. Flora 24H has all the right parts to be a top producing female
once her show career is done. Like past years we always have that one
heifer that is just a dream to work with and this year it’s her. First time
juniors take an extra look here, she’s a sweetheart.

A little different pedigree on this one as she only has a tiny little shot
of Dubstep in her. We like these types of females because it opens up
tons of doors in terms of what you are able to breed her to. Whether
she hits the show ring or the heifer pen at home we’re sure she will
make a great addition to any club calf program.

CONSIGNED BY ELLDEM CATTLE INVESTMENTS

CONSIGNED BY ELLDEM CATTLE INVESTMENTS
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ARCH BLACK PEARL 318G
Jan. 5/19
TOM SELLECK 160C
ROSIE 134B
CONSIGNED BY ARCH HOLDINGS
Service Sire: BCII MLA Next Up 015 (PB Angus) Service Date: Apr.23/20
With only one other Tom Selleck bred at home, it was a tough call whether to sell Pearl or not. Pearl was slated for the summer
show team this year. She is the kind of female we like around here- one with some growth, depth of body, sure foot, feminine,
hairy, and good natured. She comes from proven cow families on both the top and bottom side, with her full brother being the
very successful show steer, Rooster, purchased by Emma Thomason, and her Grand Dam being a farm staple, Halle Berry 117Z.
We bred Pearl to the calving ease Angus bull Next Up. If it is any indication by our Lot #23 heifer- Emmy Lou, what the Next Up
calves turn out like, we think Pearl is a no brainer to toss your hand up for.
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